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The Sublime and the Ridiculous:  
Discovering what is and what is not possible to encode in language by creating your own 

 
Objective:  

Create a toy language that demonstrates 10 semantic properties that languages are known to encode and 10 

semantic properties that no known language encodes. The former need to make reference to a language that 

encodes similar properties. The latter need to be implausible or even better—totally ridiculous. Indicate which 

is which somehow (be clear). Bonus points if you make us laugh. Give us a lexicon with some lexical and 

grammatical items, including some affixes for fun. You are also allowed to include more abstract encodings 

such as word orderings or semantic restrictions. Finally, give us 5 example sentences to demonstrate your 

sublimely ridiculous language. Include a listing of abbreviations. 

 

Method: 

Use all materials available to you to discover cool properties that languages encode. Saeed? Why not. Academic 

papers? Definitely! Wikipedia? Go ahead and use it. Google? Do you need to ask? Most importantly though is 

that you give a reference to the source you cite. If you are lazy like me, then you will not do this manually, but 

instead use some kind of software to help you, like Zotero, https://www.zotero.org/, which can be accessed via 

web-browser or downloaded as a standalone version. Use APA citation style (Zotero does this for you, which is 

nice–if you’re lazy like me). Your phony-baloney language must be illustrated with examples formatted using 

Leipzig Glossing Rules (see https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). 

 

Wherefore: 

Sure. This is a funny (fun?) task. But we want you to learn four key things from this goofy exercise: 

1) Semantic encoding: We want you to think about lexical vs. grammatical encoding. 

2) Semantic typology: Any linguist worth their salt knows something about languages how vary. 

3) Interlinear glossing: this is a linguistic specific skill that also trains discipline in attention to detail and 

document formatting. 

4) Citation and bibliography: Even if you are not pursuing an academic career, you always, always must 

acknowledge your sources of information. Learning Zotero (or similar citation software) helps manage 

the pain of getting things right. 

 

Grading:  

Do not panic! This is worth only 15% of your grade. (Not that much.) That means we want you to have fun 

while you learn! However, for those who like rubrics and grading criteria and such, here you go: 

 

Category Description of the Ideal Point value 

10 Realistic Properties Property defined clearly, suitably classified, & classification justified.  10 

10 Ridiculous Properties Property defined clearly, suitably classified, & classification justified. 10 

5 Example Sentences Sentence makes use of lexicon and follows Leipzig convention. 10 

Citations Citation of real languages are made for each realistic property. 10 

Bibliography A bibliography appears at the end your report. 10 

*+1 bonus point if you make us chuckle at the ridiculous things your language encodes. 

*+5 bonus points if you go the extra mile (include 5 citations to sources from academic journals). 

 
Hint #1: The Leipzig Glossing Rules provide a useful appendix which might give you some ideas... 

Hint #2: Languages are *really* flexible with what they can encode lexically making being ridiculous in this part of the language somewhat difficult. 

You are definitely welcome to try and we won’t be too punishing on what is or is not ridiculous here. 

Hint #3: Tables with invisible borders can help you with formatting your sentence examples and other things. 

https://www.zotero.org/
https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php
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Example of what is meant by toy language: 

 

Language: Frahgtok 

(P = plausible; R = ridiculous) 

 

Lexicon: 

 

1) <hewmingzime> /ɦuˈmɪŋzaɪm/ (lexical; noun, countable)  

‘59 year old human male adult with webbed fingers and a partially shaven beard’  

(R: meaning is a very specific conjunction of other more basic semantic properties.) 

 

2) <grop> /gɹɑp/ (lexical; verb, intransitive) ‘to fling one’s own body in a graceful motion’  

(P: meaning conflates motion with manner of motion; see Saeed, 2011, pp. 245–249) 

 

3) <plah-> /plɑ-/ (grammatical, manner prefix, TWH-) ‘with the hands by thrusting’ 

(P: Lakhota has similar manner prefixes which, as part of a so-called bipartite manner/result verb 

system, specify actions of verb stems to which they attach; Levin, 2008, p. 4) 

 

4) <-serp> /-sɹp/ (grammatical, eye-color suffix, -GE) ‘agent of the action has green eyes’ 

(R: no language is known to grammatically encode the eye color of participants) 

 

5) <phfuj> /fːʌʤ/ (lexical; numeral adjective/adverb) ‘random integer between 1 and 6’ 

(R: meaning should be stable; no language has meaning determined by a random process) 

 

6) ... 

 

Sentences: 

 

1)  

 

 

 

 

2) ... 

 

Abbreviations: 

 

GE green eye color 

PSB partially shaven beard 

RND.1-6 a random integer between 1 and 6 

TWH thrusting with the hands 
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Plah-grop-serp hewmingzime phfuj. 

TWH-fling.body.gracefully-GE human.M.adult.59.years.webbed.fingers.PSB RND.1-6 

‘(The) 59-year-old green-eyed man with webbed fingers and a partially shaven beard flings 

himself gracefully (into the air) by means of thrusting (the ground) with his hands 5 (2? 3?) times’ 


